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•  A Quick Start Guide  
to Using Charts 

When used alongside strategies and prompts during direct 
instruction and guided practice, visuals help learners 
remember what you teach and support their independence 
as they practice. My colleagues and I created the charts in 
this flip chart resource (and in The Reading Strategies  
Book 2.0) with some common principles in mind:

• They are clear and simple with minimal text.

• They have icons, pictures, and/or color-coding.

• They are appropriate for the age and 
readability level of the students for whom 
they’re intended.

• They have clear headings that tell you what 
the charts are about. 

Most of the charts in this resource are enlarged replicas of 
those in The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, though some have 
been modified to better fit the flip chart format (e.g., see the 
charts for Strategies 6.4, 8.17, and 13.1). 

A few visuals in the book weren’t as well-suited for lesson 
display, so my colleagues and I created completely new 
charts and what you see in this flip chart resource differs 
from what you see on the strategy page (e.g., see the charts 
for Strategies 2.5 and 4.5). 

•  Chart Types
Just as in The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, you will find a 
variety of types of charts in this flip chart resource. 

Exemplar charts 
show examples 
of what a reader’s 
own work might 
look like, often 
using an annotated 
piece of text or 
some student work 
with callouts. 

Research Link 
When reading a text containing 

various structures, Meyer, 

Brandt, and Bluth (1980) 

found that students with solid 

vocabulary knowledge but 

below-average comprehension 

scores benefitted from 

instruction in signal words that 

cued them at key points to use a 

“structure strategy” to map the 

text onto a known structure (e.g., 

compare/contrast, cause/effect, 

problem/solution).

289

Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas

Progression 
Is able to synthesize information 

to state or infer a main idea and 

is ready to consider structure to 

determine multiple main ideas 

or a main idea with complexity. 

●●●●○

Skills
• inferring

• synthesizing

• analyzing

Strategy Pause after a text chunk (a paragraph, a small section, a page). Identify 

the structure of that chunk. State a main idea with that structure in mind. Jot it. 

Continue reading, pausing, jotting main idea(s). Look back across them to put the 

main ideas together into one overarching main idea.

Lesson Language You know several strategies for using a text’s structure to 

help articulate a main idea. If the text contains cause(s) and effect(s), then your 

statement should, too. If there’s a problem and solution, you need both in your main 

idea statement. But what do you do when the author uses a variety of structures 

within the same book—or even on the same page? The truth is, most authors will! 

For example, in the second chapter of The Secret of the Scuba Diving Spider . . . and 

More! (Rodríguez, 2018), we learn about caterpillars. The chapter begins with a 

short narrative about a scientist who became interested in studying caterpillars 

because of the sounds they make. Next, the author compares the caterpillar to other 

noise-making insects. In the next section, we learn about problems (predators) 

and solutions (defenses). Then, the next section uses a cause-and-effect structure 

to describe an experiment (scientists observed X, so they studied Y). If I had tried 

to identify the structure of the entire chapter, I couldn’t have done it because it 

changes. I had to go part by part. And now that I have jotted a few main ideas—

caterpillars can make sounds, some scientists are fascinated by how and why 

some caterpillars whistle, whistling is one of the several defenses caterpillars use 

to survive—I can combine them into one overarching main idea by considering 

what they all have in common. I could say something like this: “Like many animals, 

caterpillars have unique 

defenses to keep themselves 

safe from predators, one of 

which (whistling) scientists 

have only begun to study.”

Prompts
• Chunk up the text so that 

you can consider it slowly, 

part by part.

• Remember that different 

parts might follow different 

structures. 

• State a main idea of this 

part, using what you know 

about structure to help, 

before moving on to the 

next part.

• Now that you have main 

ideas for each part, try  

to put them together into 

one overarching, complex 

main idea.

Consider Shifting Structures
8.17

217 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 289. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

8.17 
Consider  

Shifting Structures

Research Link 
There are, of course, many 

ways technology today can 

facilitate peer sharing around 

books. But even two decades 

ago, using extremely basic 

software, researchers were 

already reporting improvements 

in reading engagement after 

students were asked to create 

multimedia book reviews to 

share with their classmates 

(Reinking & Watkins, 2000).

69

Engagement and Motivation

Progression 
Needs support choosing 

texts that are of interest 

(and that they can read with 

comprehension, accuracy,  

and fluency).

●○○

Skill
• text choice

Read a Review to Help You Choose
2.5

Strategy Locate reviews of a book you’re considering by typing its title into 

Amazon, Goodreads*, or TikTok*. See what others have had to say about the book. 

Based on the reviews, consider if the book is a good fit for you and matches the 

reading mood you’re in now.

Lesson Language Have you heard that #BookTok has been helping titles 

to trend, launching careers of new authors, and giving new life to titles some 

have forgotten about? Not only that, but watching the video reviews of some 

“BookTokers” has inspired me to pick up quite a few books I wouldn’t have 

otherwise considered. Maybe it’ll do the same for you! TikTok also uses an 

algorithm to find patterns in the videos you’ve watched and can recommend 

others for you to explore based on those patterns. On Amazon and Goodreads you 

can also read from the tons of written reviews submitted by everyday readers. I 

like reading the five-star and one-star reviews the most to find out what people 

loved—or really disliked—about the book to help me decide if it’s worth my time. 

Teaching Tip You could add lessons onto this strategy that help children with 

their critical reading of reviews. For example, looking across several reviews that 

mention common things (a pattern in the reviews) could mean that viewpoint is 

more likely to be something worth paying attention to. You may also teach them to 

be wary of extreme outliers. Also, remind them to consider who is giving the review. 

A review by someone who is a verified purchaser (on Amazon) or someone who has 

a copy of the book on camera (on TikTok) is likely more credible than a review from 

someone who might not even have the book.

*Note: The audience for TikTok reviews is young adult and teen, not any younger, so adjust your 

Lesson Language accordingly. Also be aware that Goodreads involves creating an account, and the 

site doesn’t have a dedicated kids’ section, so adult supervision is advised.

27 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 69. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

2.5 
Read a Review  

to Help You Choose
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•  Demonstrate and Guide 
Practice with Charts

The charts are designed to fit into any classroom seamlessly, 
and can be used to support students across a wide range of 
grade levels. 

I imagine that most often, you’ll look at a chart and think, 
“This is exactly how I would have created this. Looks good. 
Let’s go!” After all, you probably have this flip chart resource 

for that very reason—you saw the charts in The Reading 

Strategies Book 2.0 and wanted to save yourself planning 

(and drawing) time. 

When you use the chart exactly as it appears, make sure 

you refer to it regularly as you teach. 

If the chart is a process chart, for example, you might point 

to the abbreviated steps on the chart as you speak the more 

detailed steps of the strategy from the book. As students are 

practicing, you might point back to a specific step that will 

help them practice, or to a chart exemplar that shows what 

you’re asking them to try.

Sometimes the visual is an example of student or 

teacher work meant to model the result of the strategy in 

use or a photograph of students practicing the strategy. 

As you teach, highlight what students are supposed to 

notice and think about in the visual. For example, if you are 

teaching Strategy 12.13, you might talk about how the four 

students in the photograph are focused on each other as 

they engage in discussion. You might point out the tickets 

in the center that 

each student 

“turned in” 

after speaking, 

notice who has 

no tickets left, 

and talk about 

what that means 

(they’ve already 

contributed 

many ideas). You 

could ask your students to imagine being in the group and 

what they might say to someone who hasn’t spoken, “What 

might you say to that person to invite them to speak?”

311 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 405. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

12.13 
Invite  

Quieter Voices

Process charts 
remind students  
of the steps of the 
strategy with  
pictures, icons, 
and/or key words.

Content charts offer students a 
reference to use as they practice a 
strategy, such as a list of character 
traits or rules for decoding. 

Repertoire charts 
overview a suite of 
related strategies.
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•  Modify Charts as Needed
While you will mostly use charts straight from the flip chart 
resource, occasionally you’ll want to make modifications 
to better align a chart to your teaching and your students. 
What follows are some ideas to spark your creativity.

Adapt the Chart to Match 
Your Learner(s) 
Most chart types will work for most strategies, so if 
you find that a certain type (see pages v–vi) works 
best for a particular learner or group of learners, 
you might want to create your own charts, or 
adapt the ones in the flip chart resource. 

For example, the chart for Strategy 2.8 
offers a helpful reminder of the core idea of the 
strategy. However, if you know your students 
would be more likely to refer to a process chart, 
you could attach a sticky note with steps to the 
existing chart, or create your own numbered list 
borrowing the strategy language on the page. 

Make Charts Interactive with 
Labels, Annotations, or Captions 
Think about how you might use any white space 
on a page to add to the chart or personalize it. 
For example, you might annotate the chart, 
recording your and/or your students’ thinking as 
you practice together, or add labels or captions to 
images or student work examples. 

If you were teaching Strategy 2.23, for 
instance, you might ask students to each jot a 

question they’ll have in mind as you read aloud to them, 
and then add those questions to the chart.

When teaching with the chart for Strategy 6.17, you might 
cover up the examples on a chart with blank sticky notes, 
and then ask for student input to add new examples (or add 
them as you demonstrate a strategy). 

30 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 72. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

2.8 
If It’s Not Working,  

Let It Go

30 159 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 223. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

6.17 
Consider  

Conflicting  
Motivations

173 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 241. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

7.3 
Look Up to  

Characters

45 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 87. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

2.23 
Get Focused  

with Questions  
Before You Read
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You might annotate a student work example to highlight 

what students should take away as they study it, as one small 

group did with Strategy 7.3, highlighting the different parts of 

the web that connect back to the strategy.

Modify the Mentor Text (Maybe!)
For many lesson language examples, I chose recently-

published mentor texts that I love and that can be used to 

demonstrate a range of strategies. Excerpts of these texts 

often appear on charts, and many of them will make perfect 

sense as an example even if you don’t have the text or haven’t 

yet read it (e.g., see Strategy 5.3). 

However, if students need 

to know a book to understand 

the example (see the chart for 

Strategy 5.22, for example), then 

you’ll either need to plan ahead 

and read the book to them first, 

or else modify the chart with a 

new example from a text they 

know. You can use sticky notes to 

cover and replace examples from 

my mentor texts with ones your 

students know.

Start with the Chart and Add Your  
Own Example
Some charts offer one or a limited number of examples 

for a particular strategy (e.g., see Strategies 3.13, 3.15, 

3.19, 6.6, 11.12, 11.13), and you can use these to inspire 

additional, similar charts. The chart for Strategy 3.14, for 

example, shows three examples of digraphs students in one 

classroom have studied. 

If your students are learning digraphs in a different 

sequence, or they know more than these three, you can 

create another identical chart that gives examples, such as 

ph, wh, and so on. 

•  Final Thoughts
I hope that using this flip chart resource in conjunction 

with The Reading Strategies Book 2.0 saves you valuable 

planning and preparation time, makes your demonstration 

and explanation of strategies easier, and becomes an 

important visual anchor your students can refer to as they 

practice, whether you use the charts when teaching your 

whole class (placed under a document camera and shared 

on a SMART BoardTM or Promethean board), small group 

(propped up on your small group table), or individual lessons 

(carried around with you as you confer). 

128 For more information, see The Reading Strategies Book 2.0, page 186. © 2023 Jennifer Serravallo

5.22 
Notice If  

Problems Are  
Solved or Resolved
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1.5 
Notice,  
Think,  

Explain
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3.2 
Check the  

Beginning,  
Middle, and End
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6.9 
Back Up Ideas  

About Characters  
with Evidence
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9.12 
Frame  

Your Reading  
with a Question
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